Steps in the stabilization of newly packaged DNA during phage P22 morphogenesis.
The protein products of three adjacent P22 genes, 4, 10 and 26, are required for the stabilization of DNA newly packaged into P22 phage capsids. We have isolated unstable DNA containing capsids from cells infected with mutants defective in these genes. All three classes could be converted into mature phage in vitro, confirming that they represent intermediates in particle maturation. The first of the three proteins to add to the newly filled capsids is gp4, followed by gp10 and gp26. The active form of gp4 sediments at 3 S, while the active forms of both gp10 and gp26 sediment at 5 S. These soluble subunits appear to polymerize onto the newly filled capsids to form the neck of the mature phage, the channel for DNA injection. Since gp4 is the first protein to act after DNA packaging, the unstable DNA containing capsids from 4- -infected cells must represent the direct product of the packaging of DNA into procapsids. The major fraction of these capsids lost activity with a half-life of 1.1 minutes at 23 degrees C, though they were much more stable at 0 degree C. Electron microscopic observations indicated that the loss of activity was due to the DNA exiting from the incomplete capsids. The marginal stability of the condensed DNA molecules within capsids is consistent with models of ATP-driven condensation and spontaneous DNA ejection. The basis of the stability of these highly condensed molecules remains to be determined.